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Menu “du Jour”

Perceptions of change Vs Actual change

•Advertising Vs Non-Advertising
– PAAB preclearance Vs exempt from 
preclearance

•Code revision
–PI & fair balance, evidence standards, online 
activities, over the counter & natural health 
products

Perception

Reality



Sometimes change is real

Sometimes it’s just perceived





Kanada: A place like no other

* Not actual size of Kanada



About Kanada

Population: 15000 (humans)

Agriculture accounts for 70% of GDP* 

*Gross Domestic Product



Farming is a regulated industry 

FDA section 9.1 (FDA= Farm and Dairy Act)

Farms raising animals for commercial purposes are required to be inspected 
on a monthly basis to ensure that:
 the barn is clean
 the animals are processed in a manner preventing contamination

So, when it comes to farming…
If it’s for commercial purposes, it’s regulated

*Fictitious case. May not be representative of anything at all.



Kanada: Home of 500 Farms



Shakespeare’s Farm



Klinton’s Farm 



Bugs Bunny’s Farm



Shakespeare’s Farm

Lewinsky Inc.Shakespeare



Klinton’s Farm

Lewinsky Inc.

Klinton



Bugs Bunny’s Farm

Bugs Bunny had already consulted the regulators about a similar opportunity a few years ago



When approached by the regulators:



Regulators Issued Guidance

Klinton and many others informed the regulators 
that additional guidance in defining “commercial 
activities” was needed.

The regulators issued a document clarifying that 
although bartering is legal in Kanada, it is a 
commercial activity (and monthly farm inspections 
are required).

Many farm owners where confused as to why the 
“rules were changing”.



What changed ?

Did the regulations really change ?
� Change Vs Clarification

Perception Vs Reality
� “It’s new” Vs “It’s new to me”



Back to the real world

 Last quarter of 2010:
 In response to complaints from within the industry, PAAB sent 8 monitoring 

notices involving alleged paid editorial articles by pharma companies. 
 These were deemed to be advertising
 Contained:

 Off-label content
 Unapproved drugs
 Comparisons based on poor evidence
 No balance with respect to risk information

 December 8, 2010: PAAB received advisory opinion from Health Canada

 The monitoring letters triggered multiple in house workshop requests.  
Clients asked for a tool that could complement the Health Canada
“Distinction Between Advertising and Other Activities” document. 

 PAAB has been working on this tool and adapting it based on ongoing 
consultation (i.e. a decision tree). If you’d like a chance to provide 
comments, email me: patrickm@paab.ca



Is this advertising ?

Who cares ? ?



Brace yourself !!

If it is advertising the 
advertising regulations 
apply...

Irrespective of the 
educational usefulness 
of the material/activity.



Food and Drugs Act and Regulations

 No person shall ... advertise a new drug unless…the 
Minister has issued a Notice of Compliance to the 
manufacturer of the new drug… (FDA c.08.002)

 No person shall ... advertise any drug in a manner 
that is false, misleading or deceptive or is likely to 
create an erroneous impression regarding its 
character, value, quantity, composition, merit or 
safety. (section 9.(1))



Health Canada definition of 
advertising

“any representation by any means whatever for the 
purpose of promoting directly or indirectly the sale 
or disposal of any food, drug, cosmetic or device”

-section 2 of Food Drugs Act



Health Canada guidance document “The 
Distinction Between Advertising and Other Activities”:

 What is the context in which the message is 
disseminated ?

 Who are the primary and secondary audiences ?
 Who delivers the message (the provider) ?
 Who sponsors the message and how ?
 What influence does the drug manufacturer have 

on the message content ?
 What is the content of the message ?
 With what frequency is the message delivered ?



“No one factor in itself will determine 
whether or not a particular message is 
advertising.”

…If uncertain, don’t hesitate to ask PAAB.
We’ll respond to requests for written opinions 
within 4 days.



Confused ? ?

Let’s SIMPLIFY…



We’ll find peace of mind in simplicity:



New Format



Breaking down the 7 questions.
2 separate groups of factors

1.    Content & creation factors:
• What is the content ?

 drug Vs disease
 emphasis on a product ?
 would a competitor want to sponsor the same material/activity* ?
 would the content lead someone to deduce that the material was sponsored by the market authorization 

holder without even reading the transparency disclaimer
• Who sponsors the message and how ?

 What is sponsored? (content creation Vs distribution)
• Extent of drug manufacturer influence over message content ?

 None Vs author selection, specific focus of content or scope of research, review privileges…

2. Distribution and/or availability factors
• Audience ?
• Context of dissemination ?
• Who delivers ?
• Frequency of delivery ?

*e.g. Unlikely if emphasises the benefits of the market authorization holder’s products or if it implies superiority over other 
treatment options.



Content which would otherwise not be considered 
advertising can be rendered subject to the advertising
regulations by the distribution and/or availability 
factors!!

A change in one of these factors should trigger re-
assessment of whether it is advertising. When this 
occurs, the content should undergo preclearance unless 
exemptions from PAAB code s6.6 are met. 



4 buckets cover much of the landscape

•Independently controlled and prepared with pharmaceutical involvement limited 
to purchase and sponsorship of distribution?
•Original research articles published in peer-reviewed journals?
•Consensus guidelines endorsed by an authoritative group?

Content created by a public/member funded institution/association or a HCP 
organization

Accredited Sponsored CHE

Pharma sponsored or commissioned. Created by entity other than an academic 
institution or healthcare professional association. Not accredited.



•Independently controlled and prepared with pharmaceutical involvement limited 
to purchase and sponsorship of distribution?
•Original research articles published in peer-reviewed journals?
•Consensus guidelines endorsed by an authoritative group?

Exempt from PAAB preclearance. 

BUT…

may still fall under the definition of advertising.

Consider Distribution and/or Availability factors



Content created by a public/member funded institution/association or a HCP 
organization

Exempt from preclearance if creation is not sponsored by pharma



Accredited Sponsored CHE

Consider factors of distribution and/or availability:
Unsolicited distribution by sponsor (in part or whole) to a broader audience 
(e.g. slides or video recording) would requires PAAB review if it emphasizes 
or favours the sponsor's product. 
Even if eligible for CE credit (e.g. Mainpro-M2 credit). 



Pharma sponsored or commissioned. Created by entity other than an 
academic institution or healthcare professional association. Not accredited.

If sponsor has no influence over content or process…

Consider factors of distribution and/or availability: 

e.g. Rendered subject to the advertising regs if linked to advertising/promotion. In such cases, 
criteria for exemption from PAAB review are not met (i.e. not independent).



Pharma sponsored or commissioned. Created by entity other than an 
academic institution or healthcare professional association. Not accredited.

If sponsor has influence over content or process... 



Perception Vs Reality

PAAB is working on a decision tree to help the 
industry use/interpret:
 the Health Canada “Distinction” document 
 the current section 6.6 of the PAAB code



Moving on to the proposed code changes…



Code Review

The four major areas are:
 Product Information and Fair Balance
 Evidence for Claims
 Online Marketing Activities to Health Care 

Professionals and Direct-to-Consumer
 Nonprescription (OTC) and Natural Health product 

Advertising Requirements

Also inviting industry to suggest additional code 
sections which should be revisited



 PAAB has struck four expert advisory committees that 
provided recommendations for revision. 
 These committees are largely comprised of experts from within this 

industry (i.e. drug manufacturers, agencies/suppliers, publishers)
 Others: HCPs, lawyers, PAAB   

 Those recommendations are presently getting vetted through 
the PAAB stakeholders via survey.



Consultation: Have You Heard ?

 Over one thousand emails informing stakeholders about the consultation 
process
 Last week of January emails were sent to inform that all content relating to 

the proposed code has been posted on PAAB website

 Surveys
 Sent first week of February
 The survey will only allow for one person within each organization to respond

 To ensure interdepartmental collaboration for a single, unified response 
 Are YOU involved? Find out who is coordinating your company’s response

 If this is not apparent, contact Marla Weingarten

 Companies and organizations had to register with our external project 
manager.
 This keeps the survey results anonymous to PAAB staff



Why did consultation begin in Jan 2012 ?

 Needed Research reports to feed into the expert 
committees to shape the proposed changes
 Completed in December 2011

 Goal for a single set of code changes (rather than 
a sequential changes)
 Goal: PAAB Board approval on August 24th 

 Goal for the consultation process to include all 
proposed changes (rather than sequential changes)



Why August 24th target for approval ?

 Publishers require implementation of PI 
change at beginning of year for rate 
cards
Goal: implementation Jan 2013

Communications program about the 
revisions in the Fall 2012
PAAB staff training 
Client training



What needs to occur between today 
and Aug 24th, 2012?
 Survey deadline March 15th, 2012
 Analyse survey results for common ground and areas of difference by 

consultant. 
 PAAB staff will only see aggregated data 

 Send draft 1 of Code to the PAAB  Board and Health Canada (HC)
 Obtain comments re: draft 1 from PAAB Board and Health Canada
 Incorporate comments from PAAB Board and HC and send draft 2 of 

code 
 Obtain comments re: draft 2 from PAAB Board and HC
 Disseminate final code revisions to the PAAB Board and Health Canada 

to review prior to vote
 Approval of the new PAAB code by vote via electronic meeting

 It takes a two-thirds majority vote to change the code.



PAAB’s Board of Directors
Four pharmaceutical trade associations

 Rx&D, BIOTECanada, CHPC, CGPA
Health professionals

 CMA, CPhA, FMSQ, AFMC
Patients 

 Best Medicines Coalition (BMC)
Consumers Council of Canada (CCC)
Canada’s Assoc for the Fifty-Plus (CARP)

Can Assoc of Medical Publishers (CAMP)
Advertising industry (AMAA)
Chair, Vice-Chair, Treasurer



Product information (PI) s7 & Fair Balance



PI – PAAB Code s7

Currently:
“PI (when required) must be attached to the 
presentation or be distributed with it”



What is a PI ? 



What is a PI ? continued…



What is a PI ? continued…



Timeline

July 2007: PAAB Code s7 last revised
April 2009: Exploratory PI Committee formed to 

evaluate how current requirements are impacting 
PAAB clients

March 2010: Completion of qualitative research by L. 
Meisner & Associates Inc

April 2010: Health Canada Bilateral Meeting
 open to considering a PAAB proposal
 would want to know how fair balance will be affected

February 2011: Expert Advisory PI Committee formed



Exploratory PI Committee 



Expert Advisory Committee



L. Meisner & Associates Inc
Key Findings:

 Least preferred option: Status Quo  

 Most preferred option: Replacement of PI with copy 
directing the reader to the Health Canada Drug 
Product Database

 BUT several concerns where expressed…



Concerns & Actions

 Concern: Uncertainty regarding extent to which 
Health Canada’s Drug Product Database (DPD) is 
comprehensive and current.

 Action: Incorporated flexibility to link directly to 
the product monograph on a company controlled 
website.



Concerns & Actions

 Concern: Uncertainty about the extent to which fair 
balance requirements will be open to interpretation
(i.e. concerns about delays due to inadvertent 
misinterpretations and misunderstandings).

 Action: The requirements are communicated clearly in 
the guidance document with extensive clarification 
and many examples. Objective boundaries were 
selected wherever possible to optimize predictability 
for the advertiser and consistency for the regulator.



Concerns & Actions

 Concern: Uncertainty regarding the length of the Web linkage statement
and weight of fair balance 

 Action: Provided the flexibility of multiple fixed fair balance levels. The 
required level of fixed fair balance would be determined by the highest 
claim type level included in the APS.

Each fair balance level is pegged to objective claim types. The 
manufacturer could therefore anticipate the space requirements required 
for fair balance and select the APS claim types with available ad space in 
mind. For transparency and clarity, examples are included in Appendix B 
of the guidance document.

Flexibility was also built into positioning as brief fair balance could be used 
on the face of the APS to direct the healthcare professional to another 
surface.



Concerns & Actions

 Concern: Uncertainty about fair balance ease of use for healthcare 
professionals.

 Action: Conveyed clear formatting requirements which ensure ease of use. 
Information can be located easily without reading the entire standard fair 
balance.



Main Conclusion

Communications related to this potential change need be 
abundantly clear.

Particularly with regards to:
� Why the change is being made
� Reassurance about ease of use for physicians, 
� Accuracy of product monograph 
� Exactly what needs to be in the fair balance.

This is the basis for the extent of explanation and the number of 
examples provided in the guidance document. 



Proposed Code Change – in brief

Fair balance on the face of the APS:
 Standard fair balance
 Brief fair balance
 General statement of risk 

Which conveys risks and directs the reader to one of 
the following a link destination for the monograph:
 Product website*
 Corporate website*
 Health Canada website

*May also contain Dear HCP letter, study parameters,  and/or reference list



Standard Fair Balance
Example



Brief Fair Balance
Example

The product monograph is also available through our medical depaThe product monograph is also available through our medical department. Please call us at 1rtment. Please call us at 1‐‐800800‐‐XXXXXX‐‐
XXXXXXXX



General Statement of Risk
Example

available through our medical department. Please call us at 1available through our medical department. Please call us at 1‐‐800800‐‐XXXXXX‐‐XXXXXXXX
The Product monograph is alsoThe Product monograph is also

Note: This replaces “HCP reminder ads” (currently s7.4)





Evidence



Evidence

� PAAB commissioned research: 
� Conducted by Don Husereau
� literature search and consultation with world thought leaders in

this area
� Full report on PAAB website

� The goal:  to discover what is the state of the art thinking on the 
subject of evidence basis for claims in advertising.

PAAB formed a panel of experts in this area and asked them to review Don’s 
recommendations and then vote on each of them.



Evidence Committee

 Dr. Alan Low, UBC
 Dr. Philippe Rault, Sanofi
 Dr. Philip Schwab, Abbott
 John Wong, Ogilvy Healthworld
 Don Husereau, 
 Dr. Mo Amin, Amgen
 Jocelyn Marquis, Consultant
 Patrick Massad, PAAB
 Ray Chepesiuk, PAAB, committee chair



Proposed Code Change – in brief

1. Discourage p-values
2. Encourage CI
3. Update s4.1
4. Consider Bayesian statistical testing
5. Discourage use of trials which were not registered
6. Qualitative results from a systematic review should 

be made available if claims from individual studies 
are used 

7. Discourage use of meta-analysis 



Proposed Code Change – in brief

8. Consider use of unpublished research findings
9. Consider use of subgroup analysis
10. Consider claims from secondary outcomes  
11. Discourage post hoc analysis
12. Consider claims from observational studies
13. Consider claims based on mathematical modeling



Proposed Code Change – in brief

14. Discourage use of network meta-analysis
15. Consider comparative effectiveness claims from 

non-inferiority trials
16. Consider claims based on economic evaluation 
17. Consider claims based on HRQoL and PRO 

measures



Additional Proposal

Inclusion of:
“This product has not shown an effect on clinical 
outcomes”

In all advertisements for products whose Health 
Canada approval is based only on surrogate 
endpoints.

PAAB Commissioner comment: The PAAB Executive committee would 
prefer to see more precise wording reflecting individual products and 
what is stated in the product monograph.  Ideally, Health Canada would 
address this issue during Product Monograph review.



Online activities s6.5



Process

 In 2011, the PAAB commissioned on online activities 
conducted by Canadian pharmaceutical companies.
 Dr. Michael Law  

The PAAB struck an expert committee to review section 6.5 of the PAAB Code 
with a view to modernizing the requirements in light of the recommendations in 
the report. 

The committee has put forward the proposed draft for s6.5 of the PAAB Code 
for stakeholder comment.



Online Committee Members

 Ray Chepesiuk (Chair) 
 Joanne Skedelsky, Pfizer
 Deirdre Cozier, Sanofi
 Christian Otte, Amgen
 Alex France, Brightworks
 Brad Einarsen, Klick
 Fiona Birch, Tonic Global
 Tim Dunn, Lawyer
 Patrick Massad, PAAB



Highlights

s6.5.1 Scope of code section
s6.5.2 Disclosure of company name
s6.5.3 Elements which undergo preclearance
s6.5.4 Links
s6.5.5 Banner & pop-up ads
s6.5.6 Access control (i.e. gating)



Highlights (Continued)

s6.5.7 Privacy
s6.5.8 Static online content
s6.5.9 Dynamic online content
s6.5.10 Search Engine Optimization
s6.5.11 Search Engine Marketing

The code section also includes definitions. 

Supplementary guidelines will be created to support the code change.



Nonprescription and Natural Health 
Product Advertising Requirements

Members of the Consumer Health Products of 
Canada (CHPC) met with the PAAB commissioner 
to discuss proposed changes. 

This resulted in a CHPC request for 2 changes to 
the code relating to nonprescription products.  

Their report is on the PAAB web-site.



More Info

All documents on website
www.paab.ca

See “PAAB Code Review 2012” in the navigation bar item “PAAB Code + Advisories”



Need More Guidance ?

Webinar dates
 PI: March 6, 2012 (11:00-12:00)
 Evidence: March 7, 2012 (11:00-12:00)
 Online activities: March 8, 2012 (11:00-12:00)

Purpose: 
To answer questions

Directions:
http://paab.ca/en/what_is_new/paab_code_review_201/

Contact:  
Marla Weingarten, Pangaea Group Consultant
Tel:  416-516-3524
email: mweingarten@pangaea-consultants.com



Key Points

 PAAB is not creating CME guidelines
 We are providing guidance (per industry’s request) on how to 

interpret the Health Canada “Distinction” document and section 
6.6 of the existing PAAB Code

 Industry still has an opportunity to provide input (e.g. on format, 
clarity, scope)

 PAAB is working on a code revision relating to PI & Fair 
balance, evidence, online activities, and nonprescrition 
healthcare products.
 Have your say

 PAAB is here to help you



Thank You

patrickm@paab.ca


